Introduction.
Let A be a power-associative algebra of finite dimension over a field F, and let A have a unity element 1. Suppose that every element of A has the form ai +z where a£F and z is nilpotent. For some classes of algebras-for example, commutative
Jordan algebras of characteristic 9^2, alternative (including associative) algebras of arbitrary characteristic, noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic 0-it follows then that A =Fi-\-N where N is a nil subalgebra (ideal) of A.
However, this is not always the case, as may be seen from an example. Let M be a vector space over F on which is defined a nonzero alternate bilinear form fa Let A=Fi+AI where multiplication is defined by xy = <p(x, y)i for x, y in AI. Then every element a of A may be written as a = ai+z where z2 = 0. Also A, being a quadratic algebra, is power-associative.
If iV is a nil subalgebra of A, then NQM, and A=Fi+N=Fi+M implies N=M. However, M is not a subalgebra of A since there exist x, y in M such that xy = fa[x, y)i EM.
We shall call a power-associative algebra A with 1 over F a nodal algebra in case every element of A is of the form al+z where aEF and z is nilpotent, and A is not of the form A =Fi+N for N a nil subalgebra of A.
Jacobson has proved [4] 2 the nonexistence of nodal commutative Jordan algebras (of characteristic 9^2). This has closed the one remaining gap in Albert's structure theory for commutative Jordan algebras by eliminating the possibility of new simple commutative Jordan algebras of characteristic p (which would necessarily have been nodal algebras).
We have given in [5] a structure theory for noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic 0. In this paper we give a structure theory for those noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic ?^2 for which Ak is without nodal subalgebras (where K is the algebraic closure of F). We conclude with some theorems about nodal noncommutative Jordan algebras. L. A. Kokoris has informed us, just as this paper is being submitted for publication, that he has succeeded in constructing examples of simple noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic p which are nodal algebras.
We use throughout the definitions and notations of our earlier paper [5] 3 on noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic 0, except that we need a more refined definition of trace-admissibility as given by Albert in [3] . We assume throughout that E is of characteristic 9*2.
2. Trace-admissible algebras. Let A be a power-associative algebra over E, and K be the algebraic closure of E. A linear function S(x) on A k to K is called an admissible trace function for A, and A is called trace admissible, in case:
(I) dixy) = 5(yx) for all x, y in A ;
(II) o(ixy)z) = o(xiyz)) for all x, y, z in A ; (III) diu)9*0 for every primitive idempotent u in Ak', (IV) S(z) =0 for every nilpotent element in Ak. In [3] a primitive trace function for any special Jordan algebra was constructed.
Here we require the generalization to any commutative Jordan algebra. Using the notation aa^EAa^, we see that it is sufficient to prove that S(xijyhk) =o(yhkx{j). We are concerned with six cases:
(ii) i=j, hy^i, k^i; Let eiy = tQAij so that yet=y-t. Then flexibility implies that 0 = (x, y, Ci) + (ej, y, x) =Wi,-+Wij€i -xy+xt+tx -zu+eiWij -2x-t -zu -Wjj, so that (1) 2x-/ = zu + wyy.
Also
(2) 2x-y = iwu + Zu) + (wyy + Zyy).
Applying [3, Lemma l] to (1) and (2) For De(l) =Ke-\-R where E+ is a nil subalgebra of 7>e(l)+. It follows that the subspace R consists of all nilpotent elements of Ee(l) and it is sufficient to show that R is not a subalgebra of 7>«, (1) . There exist a<GEe(l) such that di = mi. For there are diQD with J< = w,-, and E = Ee(l)+Ee(l/2)+Ee(0) implies di = at+bi+Ci, OiQDe(l), bie-\-ebi -bi, efc = 0. Hence hiU+uhi = hi = lbi, CiU = 0 = Ci, or hi=£i = 0, di = di = mi. Actually OiQR since the mi are nilpotent and NK is nil. Hence aia2 = mim2=pu-\-m3=pe-\-ai, or aia2=pe-\-az mod A7*. But ai02=Xe+f, rER, so (X -a0<? is nilpotent, X=/tt^0, aia2£7?. Theorem 4. 7,e/^4 be as in Theorem 2. If A is semisimple, then A is uniquely expressible as a direct sum A =Ai® ■ ■ ■ ®Ar of simple ideals A,-. If A is simple, then A is one of the following: a simple (commutative) Jordan algebra, a simple flexible algebra of degree two, or a simple quasiassociative algebra.
A+ is semisimple.
Hence A is a direct sum A =Ai-\-■ ■ ■ +Ar of subspaces At such that the At are simple ideals of A+. Let e; be the unity element of At so Ai = Aei(i). For any x;£^4,-, y£^4, we have (ei, xit y) + (y, x,-, e»)=0, or Xiy -e,(x,y)+(yxi)e;-yxi = 0, so that 2x,y -2e; • (x*y) =2x,-y -2(xj-y)ej = 0 since xtyEAtHence x,y£^4i.
Also yXi = 2xi-y -XiyEAit so Ai is an ideal of A. Since any ideal of Ai is an ideal of At, it follows that Ai is simple. 3. Nodal algebras. Throughout this section A is taken to be a noncommutative Jordan algebra with 1 over F such that every element is of the form al+z where a£7? and z is nilpotent. Whenever A is assumed in addition to be a nodal algebra, this is explicitly stated.
By [4] A + = Fi+N+ where N+ is a nil subalgebra of A+. Hence
A=Fi-\-N, where N is a subspace consisting of all the nilpotent elements of A, and x-yEN for all x, y in N. Then A is a nodal algebra if and only if there exist x, y in N such that xy£A7'. The subalgebra generated by two such elements is itself a nodal algebra. Clearly a nodal algebra cannot be trace-admissible. and (xy)x=Xx+zx = x(yx) = -Xx + 2x(x-y) -xz, or
It follows that we have N29*0 in any nodal algebra A, tor N2 = 0 implies xyQN for all x, yQN by (6). Now 0 = (x, x, y)+(y, x, x) =x2y-x(Xl+z) + (-Xl+2xy -z)x -yx2 = 2x2y -2Xx -2x-z+4(x-y) -x -2x(x-y) -2x2-y implies (7) x2y = 2Xx + 2x-z -2(x-y) -x + x2-y by (6) . Linearization of (7), using x»y=X,l+Zi, gives We also generalize (6) Hence p^k, or Np9*0.
